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Abstract: UWB microwave imaging has proven to be a
promising technique for early-stage breast cancer detec-
tion. The extensive image reconstruction time can be ac-
celerated by parallelizing the execution of the underlying
beamforming algorithms. However, the efficiency of the
parallelization will most likely depend on the grade of
parallelism of the imaging algorithm and of the utilized
hardware. This paper investigates the dependencies of two
different beamforming algorithms on multiple hardware
specification of several graphics boards. The parallel im-
plementation is realized by using NVIDIA’s CUDA. Three
conclusions are drawn about the behavior of the parallel
implementation and how to efficiently use the accessible
hardware.
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1 Introduction
Ultra-wideband (UWB) microwave imaging is a promising
method for early-stage breast cancer detection, which has
been successfully tested by numerous research groups
[1–4]. It is based on the differing dielectric properties
of tumors and surrounding tissue, originating from their
different water content.

For imaging purposes, UWB electromagnetic stimuli
are sent into the material under test. Beamforming al-
gorithms are then applied to calculate the reflected en-
ergy for numerous focal points inside the area of interest.
The tumor detection requires an adequate resolution of
the scanning grid, to ensure that all necessary dielectric
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transitions inside the breast are detected. Depending on
the desired image resolution, the number of channels and
the complexity of the applied beamformer, respectively,
the time for a 3D-Image reconstructionwill elevate rapidly.

One approach to accelerate these computations is
to shift the imaging process from serial execution on a
Central Processing Unit (CPU, also referred to as host)
to massively parallel execution on a Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU, also referred to as device). This paradigm is
known as General Purpose Programming of Graphics Pro-
cessing Units (GPGPU). Utilizing the many-core architec-
ture of GPUs, several stages of the imaging process can
be computed simultaneously by different computational
cores, resulting in a massive reduction of the image recon-
struction time [5]. However, various types of beamformers
are available for breast cancer detection, all differing in
characteristics and complexity as described in [1]. Tomake
efficient use of GPGPU, the accelerating hardware should
match the achievable parallelismof the applied algorithm.

This paper presents a parallel solution for a Delay-
and-sum (DAS) beamformer and a Delay-multiply-
and-sum (DMAS) beamformer, respectively, and the
acceleration achieved for different types of graphics
boards. The boards vary in their GPU’s processor
architecture (Maxwell and Kepler), the amount of their
GPU’s processor cores (CUDA-Cores), their clock rate
and their memory bandwidth, respectively. The runtime
of the parallel execution is presented as a function of
pixel quantity and benchmarked against a fully serial
implementation computed by a general purpose CPU.
To utilize the GPU, NVIDIA’s compute unified device
architecture (CUDA) provides the necessary programming
interface. In the following sections we describe the
applied beamforming algorithms with respect to their
potential parallelism, our way of implementation and
the specifications that may have influence on the overall
performance. We present the achieved acceleration on
different hardware architectures and draw a conclusion
about factors that have to be considered for an efficient
use of parallel hardware when accelerating beamforming
algorithms for medical UWB imaging.
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2 Imaging algorithm
The DAS algorithm is the most basic implementation of
a beamformer. Based on [4] it can mathematically be
described as

I(r0) =

[︃ N∑︁
n=1

Sn
(︁
τn(r0)

)︁]︃2

. (1)

I(r0) is the backscattered energy of the focal point r0, with
r0 = [x0, y0, z0]. Sn(t) represents the clutter subtracted
signal of channel n, τn the corresponding signal runtime
along the path Txn-r0-Rxn (Txn: transmitting antenna of
channel n; Rxn: receiving antenna of channel n) and N
the total number of channels. To calculate the reflected
energy of an arbitrary point inside the area of interest, the
Euclidean distance between the antennas and the coordi-
nates of the focal point has to be calculated. Considering
signal propagation time and sampling rate, the represent-
ing sample of the respective channel for this point is iden-
tified. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), these
steps are repeated for numerous channels and the results
are summed up. Iterating through a matrix of focal points
andcolor coding the results creates a visually interpretable
image of reflected signal energy inside the breast.

To further increase the SNR, Lim et al. [6] introduced
the DMAS algorithm which contains an additional pair-
wise multiplication of all channels. Deriving from their
presented diagram the DMAS can mathematically be de-
scribed as

I(r0) =

[︃ N−1∑︁
n=1

N∑︁
m=n+1

Sn
(︁
τn(r0)

)︁
Sm

(︁
τm(r0)

)︁]︃2

. (2)

By examining equations (1) and (2) it becomes obvious,
that the reflected energy for all focal points can be com-
puted independently. However, the calculation itself con-
tains serial segments that cannot be parallelized. To sum
all intermediate results, the same memory space has to be
addressed at one point of the calculation for each channel,
which limits the achievable parallelism of the overall cal-
culation. The additional pairwise multiplication and ad-
dition inside the DMAS algorithm restricts this parallelism
evenmore. The ratio of serial and parallel executable parts
differs for both algorithms. Therefore, the efficiency of the
parallel solution for the respective beamforming algorithm
will most likely depend on the grade of parallelism of the
utilized hardware.

3 Parallel implementation
The following section describes the specifications and set-
tings of our CUDA implementation that may have influ-
ence on the overall performance of the parallel execution,
including data transfer and hardware initialization.

Since host and device memory are physically sepa-
rated, all required data has to be transferred to the device
memory first, before it can be processed by the GPU. The
backscattered signals and coordinates of antennas and
focal points are copied to the device before the first image
point is computed. Results are transferred back to the host
memory only after all computations of the graphics card
have been completed. Due to intelligent caching behavior,
nomemories of the GPU except for globalmemory (DRAM)
are used. All data is kept in page-locked memory on the
host before being copied. Once the data is available to the
device, the parallel computation is started.

To utilize graphics boards for general-purpose compu-
tations, CUDAmaps the physical computation cores of the
GPU to a three-dimensional grid of threads. Threads are
then again organized in blocks. The number of threads per
block has direct impact on the processor occupancy and
the achieved acceleration. A block-size of 8 × 8 × 1 has
proven to bemost efficient in average formultiple graphics
cards and is used for all our computations. As the number
of computed image points varies, the grid-size is adapted
in a way that every thread computes one single image
point. Both beamformers are implemented as a function
that is executed by every thread, the so-called kernel. The
kernel processes all necessary steps described in (1) and
(2), respectively.

4 Accelerated püerformance
To illustrate the dependencies of reconstruction time as a
function of pixel quantity, different amounts of image lay-
ers are reconstructed during a single program execution.
Although the scanning matrix can be chosen arbitrarily,
for the purpose of comparison every reconstructed image
layer lies perpendicular to the axis of rotational symmetry
of the breast phantom and consists of 10201 pixels. This
matches a resolution of 1 mm per plane for an image
dimension of 10 cm × 10 cm. Furthermore, every image
point is computed applying 4096 back scattered signals
resulting from 128 channels as described in [2].

A benchmark is set by first executing a complete se-
rial implementation of both beamformers on a general
purpose CPU of type Intel Core i5 330. The results of this
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Figure 1: Execution time of serial DAS (top) and DMAS (bottom),
respectively on a single computation core of a CPU type Intel
Core i5 330 at 3.33 GHz. Runtime is presented as a function of
reconstructed image layers. Each layer consists of 10201 pixels,
corresponding to 1 mm image resolution for an image dimension of
10 cm × 10 cm.

execution are presented in Figure 1. The image reconstruc-
tion is executed on a single computation core at 3.33 GHz
clock rate. Recordings of runtime are implemented in the
serial code using time stamp functions of the C standard-
libraries.

Since the kernel runs asynchronous to the host code,
casual timestamps are not applicable to determine the par-
allel execution time. For that purpose CUDA events were
used. The achieved acceleration is illustrated in Figure 2
for different graphics boards. Acceleration refers to the
results presented in Figure 1 and is the ratio of serial
execution time and parallel execution time, including the
time necessary for copying data between host and device.
During the execution we tried to minimize the number
of running processes and interrupts. The exact hardware
specifications of all utilized graphics boards can be seen
in Table 1.

Figure 3 illustrates a reconstructed image layer using
a DAS and a DMAS algorithm, respectively. A tumor im-
itation is placed inside the breast phantom as described
in [2].

5 Conclusion
Evaluating the results, we can draw three conclusions
about how to use the presented hardware efficiently for
GPU-accelerated microwave breast imaging.
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Figure 2: Achieved acceleration of parallel beamformer execution.
Top (A): DAS Beamformer. Bottom (B): DMAS Beamformer.
Acceleration refers to the results from Figure 1 and is the ratio
of serial execution time and parallel execution time. Triangles
represent GPUs with Kepler architecture; Dots refer to GPUs with
Maxwell architecture.

Table 1: Hardware specifications of utilized graphics boards.

GTX 750 Ti GTX 760 GTX 960

CUDA-Cores 640 1152 1024
Clock (MHz) 1024 980 1127
Memory-bandwidth (GB/s) 86.4 192 112
GPU architecture Maxwell Kepler Maxwell
DRAM (MB) 2048 2048 2048

First: The computation shifted to the GPU has to be as
extensive as possible. Figure 2(A) shows, thatwith increas-
ing problem size more acceleration is achieved until a cer-
tain point of saturation. For an effective use the hardware
has to operate at full capacity. Due to CUDA’s intelligent
thread-management this capacity cap is not the amount of
computation cores but has to be determined empirically.

Second: The implementation performance of a highly
parallel algorithm is mostly dependent on the number of
processing cores available on the accelerating hardware.
Apparently, the highest acceleration is achieved with the
GTX 760, which offers the lowest clock rate but the high-
est number of CUDA-Cores. Therefore, clock rate is the
least significant factor for an effective choice of hardware.
However, the GTX 760 also offers the highest memory
bandwidth. Examining Figure 2(A) it appears that with
higher problem size, the acceleration achieved with the
GTX 970 approaches the GTX 760’s performance. That is,
even the GTX 760 features a much higher memory band-
width. The gap between the amounts of computational
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Figure 3: Reconstructed image layer of breast phantom with a tumor
imitate of 15 mm diameter. Resolution is 1 mm. Top: DAS-algorithm
applied. Bottom: DMAS-algorithm applied. Linear scale of energy
values.

cores however, is a lot smaller. We conclude, that the
number of computational cores has a higher impact on
the performance, than the memory bandwidth. When ex-
ecuting a less parallel problem, the decisive component
changes, which leads to our next conclusion.

Third: An accelerated problem that still contains a
lot of serial computations after the parallelisation is more
efficiently executed by NVIDIA GPUs with Kepler archi-
tecture than by GPUs with Maxwell architecture. When
applying the DMAS algorithm, again the GTX 760 scores
the best results. GTX 960 and GTX 750 show nearly equal
results, even though their hardware specifications differ

a lot. However, both GPUs have the same hardware archi-
tecture. The main difference between the graphics boards
disregardingnumber of computation cores,memory band-
width and clock is the GPU architecture.

All presented imaging algorithms imply indepen-
dency of the computed image points among each other.
However, some algorithms include certain dependencies
among neighboring focal points. Future investigations
have to focus on efficient ways of accelerating these meth-
ods, where our approach of parallelisation is not applica-
ble. Additionally, a broader study of graphics cards will
probably lead to a more general conclusion about efficient
use of accelerating hardware.
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